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Abstract—In this paper, we introduce a novel platform
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encryption method, which modify its keys and random number
generators step by step during encryption algorithms. According to
complexity of the proposed algorithm, it was safer than any other
method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ATA encryption is the base of cryptography, by which
the data will be unknown to other users[1]. The easiest
and most fundamental ways for cryptography are substitute
and permute data by combining them together; more effective
ways will be produced. There are two kinds of cryptography,
Classic method (Substitution, Permutation and Product) and
Modern method (Symmetric key, Asymmetric key). The
classic methods are the base of modern methods [5]. In the
classic methods we always use substitute or permute data for
encryption, but in the modern methods we use difficult and
complex ways to encrypt data. In that manner we believe that
the hackers will not be able to find the original data and the
way of encryption. In classic method the keys in encryption
and decryption parts are equal, i.e. it's easy to find the second
key from the first one. The key must be sent to the receiver
through a safe channel. In public key method, finding
Encryption and Decryption key isn’t easy .In these methods
you can easily find a key without causing any problem for
another key. In modern and complex encryption methods you
can find some rules, which are used, in classic methods [6-7].
In the past cryptographers used simple methods for
encryption, but today we make difficult and complex keys, so
the attackers can not do anything with the received text until
the key and the method of encryption is found.
Stream cipher is one the symmetric ciphers [8]. There were
a group of encryption algorithms in these systems, which
encrypt the characters of the plain text in one time, and the
text is viewed as a strong of characters.

1100110
0101101
1001011

One of the stream ciphers is One-time-pad that in this
algorithm first of all a random serial of bits are selected as
key, then the plain text is converted to a serial bits and finally
these serial bit strings is XOR-ed together. The stream cipher
will be created which cannot be broken [6, 9-10], illustrated in
Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Stream cipher
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This kind of encryption is secured against all attacks and
clever vender can not break this key, this algorithm comes
from information theory, but it have some problems as follow:
•

336

The key cannot be saved, sender and receiver must
carry the key and if each of them is attacked with the
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•

sniper then, key will be discovered.
The capacity of the string length depends on the
length of the key.
This method is sensitive to lost or added characters.

As we want one-time-pad so the string of the key must be
completely random. But there is a problem that if the first
string key is random, then the second generator (Decryption
side) cannot generate the same string (RSQ). For this reason
we should use pseudo random for encryption (PRSQ). In this
algorithm by receiving a initial key the generator generates a
stream of keys randomly, for decryption on other side it is
enough the same generator start to generates keys from initial
key. The generator will generate the same stream keys [11],
[4], [13], such as LFSR (linear feedback shift register) [12].
Today many different methods are proposed for data
encryption as follow:
•

•
•

•

A novel encryption algorithm secure against chosenplaintext attacks is proposed [14]. The method uses
the original message itself as a time-varying key for
encryption. As opposed to traditional key algorithms,
one of the keys in the algorithm presented depends
on the message itself. Two encryption matrices are
generated by means of singular value decomposition
(SVD)[15],[16], using a portion of the message.
A novel image scrambling algorithm is proposed
based on Arnold transform Encryption Algorithm
[17].
A new joint encryption and lossless compression
technique designed for large image is introduced.
The proposed technique takes advantage of the
Mojette transform [20] properties, and can easily be
included in distributed storage architecture. The
basic crypto-compression scheme presented is based
on a cascade of Radon projection [21] which enables
fast encryption of a large amount of digital data.
A structure-independent fault detection scheme for
the AES [22] Sub Bytes transformation has been
presented. It has been obtained new formulations to
check the relationship between the input and output
of the S-box and the inverse S-box. The presented
scheme detects most of the random faults in the Sub
Bytes and Shift Rows transformations independent
of the location of the faults [22 - 25].

By combining the result of the research presented above a
novel platform for data encryption is presented in the next
section.

to make the cipher text. The security is related to pseudo
random keys complexity. For getting more security we need
more complex keys for decryption. We suggest a method in
the following.
A. Basic Algorithm
For generating more complex and unpredictable keys, we
proposed a platform with three layers as shown in Fig. 2. The
first layer by receiving the initial key selector generates a
random selection of keys as initial keys for second layer. The
second layer generates by receiving these keys and PRNG
selector generates a random sequence. These random
sequences applied to the Combination Rules of the third layer
for generating the final key. Cipher text will be the exclusiveor of the final key and plain text.
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Fig. 2 Novel Encryption model

B. Increasing Security
To increase security of the basic method the presented
platform sued the following properties:
• Select initial keys from the keys which are in Rom
in the first layer.
• Generate some random sequence by Pseudo
random generators with these keys in the second
layer.
• Combine the pseudo sequence by combination
rules to generate final key for encryption.
III. EVALUATION
For evaluation of the new ones with traditional methods the
number of experiments to break the methods is compared in
Table I. Let m be the number of bits in the key, l be the length
of the text and n be the number of the keys then the number of
experiments for broken them are provided in Table I. The
efficiency of proposed method is clear by comparison.

II. PROPOSED ENCRYPTION METHOD
The basic task of an encryption algorithm is converting plain
text to cipher text in a manner that suggesting the plain text
from cipher text is more complex. The security of it related to
its complexity. For this propose we can use pseudo random
sequence. In this method, the plain text is combined with keys
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TABLE I
COMPARE OF ALGORITHMS

I=1024
m=8
n=32

Max
Experience

28192

2I×m

28

2m

256

256
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2256

2m×n

Requirement
-Compound
method
-Compound
method
-Serial key
generating of
pseudo
-DES algorithm
-Number of basic
keys in ROM
-All algorithm for
selecting basic key
-All algorithm for
generating key
-All algorithm of
compound circuit
Selecting one of
variable algorithm

Solution
RSQ

PRSQ
DES

Proposed
Method

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed a new method for data
encryption. The base of this method is by generating more
complex keys during the encryption. Related to this method
working in the following area have some valuable benefits:
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1. Giving efficiency Rom structure,
2. Giving the better key selection algorithm,
3. Using removable ROM to achieving more security,
4. Giving the better combing method,
5. Modeling each layer with data oriented approach.
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